
UHLILC Minutes 4-20-05 
 
Present: Vicky Lebbin, Xin Li, Kevin Roddy, Thora Abarca, Laurel King, Tara Severns, 
Anne McKenna, Diane Nahl (Recorder) 
 
Accepted January minutes. March meeting was cancelled. 
 
Kevin is next in line for UHLILC Chair, but needs to skip his turn to complete his 
fieldwork on Yap and his linguistics Master’s degree. 
 
Anne McKenna has a 9 month appointment and is gone in summer. There will be a guest 
chair in the summer during her term. Kevin will be summer chair in 2006. New chair, 
Anne will begin September 2005. 
 
Meeting schedule: should we reduce the number of teleconference meetings due to poor 
quality and last minute overbooking. Other groups have higher priority and can take our 
slots at the last minute. Change September, November, January, March, May, to in 
person. June, July, October will beteleconferences. No August or December meetings. 
 
Neighbor Island members may prefer going to Hon CC for in person meetings because it 
is closer to the airport. Motion to have in person meetings at Hon CC passed 
unanimously. May 2005 meeting will be at Manoa in the LIS classroom Bilger 319. 
 
Xin will schedule the teleconference meetings for the coming year and end her chairship 
with the July meeting. 
 
LILO update: email detailed the current state of the LILO project. We forwarded the 
proposal for a programmer that was submitted to the Library Council to Paula Mochida 
who will see that it is considered in the UH Manoa administration. We have not heard 
any response, however everyone claims there is no support for such projects, no matter 
how integral they are to the UH mission and goals. Paula Mochida is talking to several 
administrators on our behalf. 
 
Laurel reinforced Gregg Geary’s suggestion at the last meeting to charge libraries a fee 
for the LILO service. Kevin agreed and said we should learn the PHP programming and 
roll out a modest version, and when it is proven and faculty want it, we may be able to 
get more support for the online course-integrated research skills tutorial that we call 
LILO. The UH needs to support PHP and SQL for dynamic Web services. No one knows 
how on the library staff, except 2-3 people who are already overburdened, so they cannot 
work on LILO. Kevin is learning it, taking a lot of extra time to do this. We are grateful 
because we will be able to deliver a useful information literacy product for faculty and 
students, but he needs better support.  
 
Tara’s CIL degree requirement online assessment for information literacy should be 
adopted systemwide for lower division IL assessment. Tara presented the system to UH 
Maui and met a computer science faculty member who is creating something akin to 



LILO.  Kevin stated that we need to teach IL skills and convince faculty that students do 
not have these basic skills even if they use computers. Tara’s analysis of local job ads for 
all types of work showed that basic computer literacy is required in all walks of life. Tara 
cite a 1998 study of curriculum trends that showed 80% of colleges had such courses, 
while Hawaii has only Windward CC’s CIL requirement. 
 
Thora presented the idea to UH Hilo’s General Ed. Committee and reported their 
concerns with administering the test, correct and report them. This could be automated 
with help from a programmer.  
 
ETS IL test costs $25. per student for a graduation requirement. The campuses don’t want 
to charge students extra fees (there is already a new technology fee that they will have to 
pay).  
 
Self-study for accreditation of CCs is proceeding. How can we insert IL into the fabric of 
the curriculum?  Anne McKenna reported that there will be a focus group with Kauai 
faculty on IL competencies developed by the college. Laurel is on the Hawaii Center 
assessment committee.  Xin reported that Hon CC is administering surveys. Surveys are 
not a form of assessment as testing and products like LILO assignment worksheets are. 
The libraries need to develop IL assessment. Hilo uses a pre-post test and Kauai is 
working on one. 
 
LILO Items 
 
Ask a Librarian button on LILO—who will answer systemwide? Kevin volunteered to do 
it in the early stages. Tara suggested that email be routed automatically to the appropriate 
campus librarian.  
 
Consider how long each part of the research process should be allocated in the 
assignment calculator. Neighbor island libraries need to consider the time for intra-
system loans such as UH Hilo and Kauai.  
 
Need to enter the edited assignment worksheets from last May’s workshop with writing 
faculty. Kevin has those pages on WebCT and will look at those when editing the 
assignment worksheets. Kevin will add an email to instructor button for each worksheet. 
 
Tara suggested sending an update to the writing faculty who participated in the 
workshop. We will work on that at the May meeting. 
 
Default search on Voyager is currently Title (browse). Tara and Diane suggested we look 
at transaction logs to see if there is a large percent of failed Title searches and which is 
the most popular search, and default to the most common search mode. Carol Kellett says 
she can give us access to the logs. Diane will follow-up. 
 
Anne asked about TILT/HILT. We will reconsider it after LILO is up. New plagiarism 
page at LCC, librarians are being called on to help with resources for this. 



 
Meeting adjourned at 11:45. 
 
 
 
 
 


